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ABNEY, William de Wiveleslie. Colour Measurement and Mixture. With numerous
illustrations.
S.P.C.K. 1891.

ABNEY, William de Wiveleslie. Colour Vision. being the Tyndall Lectures. delivered in
1894.
Sampson Low & Co. 1895.

[ABBOTT, Anthony]. Letter to Anthony Abbott on the mixing and use of paint colours. One
sheet folded. October 4th, 1838.

ACKERMANN and Co. The Principles of design and colour comprising the arrangement
and disposition of forms with facility and success in the various patterns for silk, cotton,
woollen, paper, and other manufactures; together with the matching of colours so as to
produce elegance and richness of effect. Illustrated with plates containing diagrams of the
principle of colour.
Ackermann and Co. 1847.

ALGAROTTI, Count. [Francesco]. Sir Isaac Newton's Philosophy explained for the use of
the ladies. In six dialogues, on light and colours.
printed for E. Cave, at St. John’s-Gate, MDCCXXXIX. [1739].

BACON, J[ohn]. The Theory of Colouring: being an analysis of the principles of contrast
and harmony in the arrangement of colours, with their application to the study of nature, and
hints on the composition of pictures.
Geo. Rowney & co. 1866.

BANCROFT, Edward. Experimental Researches Concerning the Philosophy of Permanent
Colours. Volume I (all published).
T. Cadell, Jun. and W. Davies. 1794.

BENSON, William. Principles of the Science of Colour concisely stated to aid and promote
their useful application in the decorative arts.
Chapman and Hall. 1868.

BENSON, William. Manual of the Science of Colour, on the true theory of the
colour-sensations, and the natural system: with a coloured frontispiece and other illustrations.
Chapman and Hall. 1871.

BOYLE, Robert. Experiments and Considerations Touching Colours. First occasionally
written, among some other essays, to a friend; and now suffer’d to come abroad as the
beginning of an experimental history of colours.
printed for Henry Herringman at the Anchor in the lower walk of the New-Exchange, 1664.

CHEVREUL, Michel EugeÌne. The Principles of Harmony and Contrast of Colours, and their
applications to the arts. Translated from the French by Charles Martel.
Longman, Brown, Green and Longman. 1854.

CHEVREUL, Michel EugeÌne. The Laws of Contrast of Colour: and their application to the
arts. Translated from the French by John Spanton.
G. Routledge and Co. 1857.

CHURCH, Arthur Herbert. Colour. [Cassell's Technical Manuals].
Cassell, Petter & Galpin. c1868.

CHURCH, Arthur Herbert. Colour. An Elementary Manual for Students. New and enlarged
edition.
Cassell and Company, Limited, 1887.

CHURCH, Arthur Herbert. The Chemistry of Paints and Painting. First edition.
Seeley and Co. Ltd. 1890.

CLIFTON, W. Notes on Colour, showing how the laws that regulate monochrome can in
most cases be applied to colour when painting. Price two shillings.
Grant Richards, 9 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden. 1899.

CRUM, Walter. An Experimental Inquiry into the Number and Properties of the Primary
Colours and the Source of Colour in the Prism.
Glasgow: Atkinson & Co. ; London : Longman & Co. ; Paris : Treuttell & Wurtz ; Berlin :
Dummler, 1830.

DELAVAL, Edward Hussey. An Experimental Inquiry into the cause of the changes of
colours in opaque and coloured bodies.
London: printed in the Year, 1774.

FELL, William. Receipt book [manuscript], ca. 1679-1694. Includes "To make Ink Mr
Bower's way" including the note that "Galls make Ink Red, Copprice makes it blew" (p. 32),
"to Colour Paper" (p. 42), and "for wax work" (p. 44).

FIELD, George. Aesthetics, or, the analogy of the sensible sciences indicated: with an
appendix on light and colours. In The Pamphleteer Volume XVII, 1813.

FIELD, George. Chromatics, or an Essay on the Analogy and Harmony of Colours.
Printed for the Author, by A.J. Valpy, Tooke's Court, Chancery Lane ; And sold by Mr.
Newman, Soho Square, 1817.

FIELD, George. Chromatography; or, a treatise on colours and pigments, and of their powers
in painting, &c.
Charles Tilt, Fleet Street; sold by booksellers, printsellers, and artists' colourmen, London :
Printed by A.J. Valpy, Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, 1835.

FIELD, George. Rudiments of the Painters' Art; or, A grammar of colouring, applicable to
operative painting, decorative architecture, and the arts. With coloured illustrations and
practical instructions concerning the modes and materials of painting, etc.
John Weale. 1850.

FIELD, George. A Grammar of Colouring applicable to house painting, decorative
architecture and the arts. For the use of practical painters and decorators. A new edition with
additions.
Virtue & Co. 1867.

FIELD, George. The Rudiments of colours and of colouring with the nature of pigments for
the use of decorative artists, painters, etc. Revised and in part re-rewritten by Robert Mallet.
Strahan and Co. 1870.

FIELDING, Edward. Mixed tints: with an essay on light and colour, and hints to beginners in
oil and water colour painting.
J. Barnard & Son. 1859.

FIELDING, Theodore Henry. Ackermann's Manual of Colours used in the different
branches of water colour painting. With an ample description of the value and properties of
each color ; also directions for mixing into all the various tints such only as are most suitable
to each other ; interspersed with hints on painting in landscape, miniatures, flowers, &c.
R. Ackermann, 191, Regent Street ; and Ackermann and Co., 96 Strand, 1844.

FRENCH, Gilbert James. Hints on the Arrangement of Colours in Ancient Decorative Art.
Bolton: John Heaton, printer, 1849.

GARTSIDE, Mary. An Essay on Light and Shade, on Colours, on Composition in General.
Printed for the Author, by T. Davidson, and sold by T. Gardiner. 1805.

GARTSIDE, Mary. An Essay on a New Theory of Colours, and on Composition in General.
The second edition.
Printed by J. Barfield, for T. Gardiner, W. Miller, and I. and A. Arch, 1808.

GOETHE, Johann Wolfgan Von. Goethe's Theory of Colours; translated from the German:
with notes by Charles Lock Eastlake.
John Murray. 1840.

GREENOUGH, George Bellas. On Colours. Manuscript.

GUEST, T.R. A New Pocket Sketch Book, containing an Easy Method of Drawing
Landscape, Figures, Cattle, &c from Nature. The general principles of perspective
accompanied with nine explanatory etchings: the theory and use of colours, in water and oil:
with many necessary and practical rules for tinting, varnishing, &c.
Salisbury: for the Author, by B.C. Collins. 1807.

GUILLIM, John. “The names of all Coloures pertaining to Lymminge.” c1604.

HARRIS, Moses. The Natural System of Colours, wherein is displayed the regular and
beautiful Order and Arrangement, Arising from the Three Primitives, Red, Blue and Yellow.
The manner in which each Colour is formed, and its Composition, The dependance they have
on each other, and by their harmonious connections Are produced the Teints, or Colours, of
every Object in the Creation, And those Teints, tho' so numerous as 660, are all comprised in
Thirty Three Terms, only By Moses Harris, Author of the Aurelian, &c. &c.
Printed at Laidler's Office, Princes-Street, Licester-Fields. 1766.

HAY, David Ramsay. The Laws of Harmonious Colouring Adapted to House Painting.
Edinburgh. D. Lizars. 1828.

HAY, David Ramsay. The Principles of Beauty in Colouring Systematized.
William Blackwood & Sons. 1845.

HAY, David Ramsay. A Nomenclature of Colours Applicable to the Arts and Natural
Sciences to Manufactures and other Purposes of General Utility.
William Blackwood and Sons. 1845.

HAYTER, Charles. Hayter's Compendium. Determining the natural consanguinity of colours
in legitimate order of descent, by the unavoidable consequence of union or mixture of any
two approximating predecessors from the three primitives down to their equilateral
concentration into palpable shade. The natural contrast to each colour, is its opposite in the
scale.
Publish'd as the Act directs by Joseph Dickenson, New Bond St. & sold by the author, 16
Buckingham St. Portland Place, 1826.

HAYTER, Charles. A New Practical Treatise on the Three Primitive Colours, assumed as a
perfect system of rudimental information simplifying, their universal powers, in regular order
of graduation, into colourless darkness when equilaterally concentrated: their variations from
one colour to another, by their circular communion: their expansion by the power of light,
and their effects under the united influence of light and shade: with some practical rules for
reflections, and Sir Isaac Newton's distribution of the colours in the rainbow.
Printed for the author, and sold by John Booth, 1826.

HOOFNAIL, John. New Practical Improvements and Observations on some of the
experiments and considerations touching colours, of the honourable and judicious Robert
Boyle, Esq; so far as they relate to tinctures and pigments; intended for the use of gentlemen
and ladies that amuse themselves with painting in water colours, as well as designers and
limners, &c.
printed for R. Gosling at the Crown and Mitre against Fetter-Lane in Fleet-Street. 1738.

[HOOFNAIL, John]. The Painter's Companion; or, a treatise on colours. Shewing how to
make the several sorts from their proper ingredients; together with the best method of
colouring maps, prints, views, &c. The whole being practical improvements on the
experiments of the Honourable Robert Boyle, Esq;
for J. Pritchard (successor to the late Mr D. Browne) at the Black Swan, without Temple-Bar,
MDCCLXII. [1762]

HOW to Colour a Photograph in Oil or Water: being lessons on the harmony and contrast of
colours, principally in their application to photography.
Cassell, Petter, and Galpin. 1859.

HOWARD, Frank. Colour as a means of Art, being an adaptation of the experience of
professors to the practice of amateurs.
Joseph Thomas. 1838.

HOWARD, Frank. Lessons on Colour, being an exemplification of the principles described
in Colour as a Means of Art; as applied to representations of nature.
Joseph Thomas. 1841.

HUNT, Edmund. Color Vision. An essay discussing existing theories, explaining views
hitherto incompletely published, and comprising illustrated descriptions of important new
experiments.
Glasgow. John Smith & Son. 1892.

HURST, George Henry. Painters' Colours, Oils and Varnishes. A practical manual.
Charles Griffin and Co. 1892.

HURST, George Henry. Colour. A handbook of the theory of colour.
Scott, Greenwood & Co. 1900.

JENNISON, Francis Herbert. The Manufacture of Lake Pigments from Artificial Colours.
Scott, Greenwood and Son. 1900.

JONES., Owen. An Attempt to Define the Principles which should regulate the employment
of Colour in the Decorative Arts. Lecture VIII, second series. Extracted from society papers,
1852.

KYAN, John Howard. On the Elements of Light, and their identity with those of matter,
radiant and fixed.
Longman, Orme, Brown, Green, and Longman... 1838.

LAURIE, Arthur Pillans. Facts about Processes, Pigments and Vehicles. A manual for art
students.
Macmillan and Co. 1895.

LE BLON, Jacob Christian. Coloritto or the Harmony of Colouring in Painting, reduced to
mechanical practice, under easy precepts & infallible rules; together with some colour'd
figures, in order to render the said precepts and rules intelligible, not only to painters but
even to all lovers of painting.
[London, printed by Samuel Palmer. 1725].

LEITCH, William. "Miss Daisy Lowes List of Colours".
folded folio sheet. n.d. 19th century.

LINTON, William. Ancient and Modern Colours, from the earliest periods to the present
time: with their chemical and artistical properties.
Longman, Brown, Green, and Longman. 1852.

MASSOUL, Constant De. A Treatise on the Art of Painting and the Composition of
Colours.. Instructions for all the various processes... observations upon the qualities and
ingredients of colours.
published and sold by the author of the original, at his Manufactory, No. 136, New
Bond-Street. Where Ladies and Gentlemen may be furnished with every Article necessary for
Painting and Drawing. Printed by T. Baylis, No. 15, Greville Street. 1797.

MERRIFIELD, Mary Philadelphia. Essay on the Harmony and Contrast of Colours, as
exemplified in the Exhibition. (in Art Journal Illustrated Catalogue of the Exhibition of
1851).
London. 1851.

MUCKLEY, Wiliam J. A Handbook for Painters and Art Students on the Character, Nature

and Use of Colours, their permanent or fugitive qualities, and the vehicles proper to employ.
Also short remarks on the practice of painting in oil and water colours.
Tindall & Cox. 1880.

NEWMAN, James. The Principles and Practice of Harmonious Colouring, in oil, water, and
photographic colours, especially as applied to photographs on paper, glass, and silver-plate.
Fourth edition (expanded)
W. Kent & Co., and James Newman, 1859.

NEWMAN, W.S. Instructions for Mixing Colours in Water, for the use of beginners in
drawing and painting.
Yarmouth. Printed by I.D. Downes, 1801.

PARSEY, Arthur. The Science of Vision; or, Natural Perspective! ... constituting the basis of
the art of design, with ... the new optical laws of the camera obscura, or daguerreÌotype, also
the physiology of the human eye.
Longman and Co. 1840.

[PECKITT, William]. The Wonderful Love of God to Men or, Heaven Opened in Earth.
York: printed by L. Lund, 1794.

PILES, Roger De. A Dialogue upon Colouring. Translated from the original French of
Monsieur du Pile, Printed at Paris. Necessary for all Limners and Painters.
printed for Daniel Brown, at the Black Swan without Temple-Bar; and Bernard Lintott, at the
Cross-Keys between the two Temple-Gates in Fleetstreet. 1711.

PORTAL, Frederic De. An Essay on Symbolic Colours, in antiquity, the middle ages, and
modern times.
John Weale. 1845.

RICHTER, Henry. Day-Light; a recent discovery in the art of painting: with hints on the
philosophy of the fine arts, and on that of the human mind, as first dissected by Emanuel
Kant.
R. Ackermann. 1817.

SEWARD, Henry. Manual of Colours showing the composition and properties of artists'
colours with experiments on their permanence.
George Rowney and Company. 1889.

SLATER, John William. The Manual of Colours and Dye Wares: their properties,
applications, valuation, impurities, and sophistications. For the use of dyers, printers,
drysalters, &c.
Lockwood and Co. 1870.

SMITH, John. On the Origin of Colour and the Theory of Light. [ "From the first volume of
the third series of "Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester."
Session 1859-60."]
Manchester. Charles Simms. 1860.

SMITH, Thomas. The Art of Drawing in its Various Branches, exemplified in a course of
twenty-eight progressive lessons...being the only work of the kind in which the principles of
effect are explained in a clear, methodical, and at the same time familiar style. [with 58
hand-coloured guides to the theory of colour].
Sherwood, Jones and Co. 1825.

STANDAGE, H.C. The Artist's Manual of Pigments: showing their composition, conditions
of permanency, non-permanency, and adulterations, effects in combination with each other
and with vehicles, and the most reliable tests of purity, together with the Science and Art
Department's examination questions on painting.
Crosby, Lockwood and Co. 1886.

STANDAGE, H.C. The Use and Abuse of Colours and mediums in oil painting. A handbook
for artists and art students.
Reeves and Sons Ltd. 1892.

SYME, Patrick. Werner's Nomenclature of Colours, with additions, arranged so as to render
it highly useful to the arts and sciences, particularly zoology, botany, chemistry, mineralogy,
and morbid anatomy. Annexed to which are examples selected from well-known objects in
the animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms.
Edinburgh. William Blackwood. 1814.

TAYLOR, Charles. A compendium of colors, and other materials used in the arts dependant
on design, with remarks on their nature and uses: Including the method of drawing in chalk,
crayons, &c. of painting in water colors, crayons, &c. of engraving in strokes, chalks,
mezzotinto, aquatinta, &c. of modelling, and of sculpture, &c. &c
[London? 1797?].

TAYLOR, J. Scott. A Descriptive Handbook of modern water colours: illustrated with actual
washes of the pigments on Whatman's drawing paper with an introductory essay on the recent
water-colour controversy.
Winsor & Newton, Ltd., 1887.

TERRY, George. Pigments, Paint and Painting. A practical book for practical men.
E. & F.N. Spon. 1893.

TINGRY, P.F. The Painter's and Colourman's Complete Guide; being a practical and
theoretical treatise on the preparation of colours, and their application to the different kinds
of painting: in which is particularly described the whole art of house painting. Third edition,
corrected and improved by a practical chemist.
Sherwood, Gilbert and Piper. 1830.

VARLEY, JOHN. List of Colours.
J. Varley, 44 Conduit Street, Hanover Square. 1815-1817.

WALL, Alfred H. A Manual of Artistic Colouring, as applied to Photographs: a practical
guide to artists and photographers. Containing clear, simple, and complete instructions for
colouring photographs on glass, paper, ivory and canvas, with crayon, powder, oil, or water
colours.
Thomas Piper, Photographic News Office. 1861.

WALLER, Richard. “Catalogue of Simple and Mixt Colours with a Specimen of each Colour
prefixt to its Proper Name.” Philosophical Transactions, London, 1686-1692. Published 1st
January 1686. “Waller (d.1715) was a naturalist and illustrator of plants, so his chart was
intended to be able to fix he plethora of nature’s colours in a systematic way and be available
to other naturalists in order to standardise the colour mixes.” Railing, p

WATT, P. B. A Few Hints on Colour and Printing in Colours.
W.J. Adams, 59, Fleet Street. 1872.

WHITMELL, Charles T. Colour, an Elementary Treatise.
Wm Lewis. Cardiff. 1888.

WILKINSON, Charles H. Harmonious Colouring. C.H. Wilkinson's System.
Manchester. The Harmonious Colouring Co. 1891.

WILKINSON, J. Gardner. On Colour and on the Necessity for a General Diffusion of taste
among all Classes. With remarks on laying out dressed or geometrical gardens. Examples of
good and bad taste illustrated by woodcuts and coloured plates in contrast.
John Murray. 1858.

WILLSON, Harry. The Use of a Box of Colours, in a Practical Demonstration on
Composition, Light and Shade, and Colour. Illustrated by Plain and Coloured Examples.
Tilt and Bogue, Fleet Street, for the proprietor, Charles Smith, 34, Marylebone Street,
Piccadilly. 1842.

WINSOR, William. The Hand-Book of Water Colours, a brief treatise on their qualities and
effects when employed in painting, with some account of the general nature of colours.
Tilt and Bogue. 1843.

WOOD, John. An Elementary Treatise on Sketching from Nature: with the Principles of
Light and Shade, the Theory of Colours, &c.
Whittaker and Co. [1850].

